FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Viteos Awarded Best Middle Office Services
Market Leader Recognized for Innovation, Client Service
(New York and London: February XX, 2016): Viteos, the leading middle office firm for hedge fund
managers, announced today it has been named as Best Middle Office Services Firm by Alternative Credit
Intelligence (ALTCREDIT) in their 2016 US Fund Services Awards.
ALTCREDIT Intelligence, part of the HFM Network, provides news, data, and analytics to managers on
credit and fixed income strategies. The Award, judged by industry experts, is based on financial
performance and qualitative information, recognizing and rewarding hedge fund service providers that
have demonstrated exceptional customer service and innovative product development over the past 12
months.
Viteos delivers an array of middle office solutions, designed to deliver operational efficiency. Today’s
fund managers must execute across a variety of complex strategies and asset classes. Using Viteos
middle office services, managers have the confidence that their middle office processes can account for
any asset on-demand - including equities, fixed income, and derivatives – in a seamless and scalable
way. This confidence frees operations managers to focus on more critical strategic activities.
Viteos stands out consistently as the market leader providing the most efficient and advanced
technology platform combined with accounting expertise in middle office delivery, and its numerous
Awards validate this leadership.
Clients have come to rely on a comprehensive delivery of middle office services including: shadow
accounting; reconciliation; regulatory reporting; systems implementation; collateral management; and
trade support.
Said Shankar Iyer, Viteos CEO: “We are grateful that our ability to deliver across asset classes using
advanced technology and accounting is now recognized for our credit capability. Exceptional customer
service and innovative product development are at the heart of our culture. Through those principles
our clients have developed both confidence in and expectation of these as the daily work of the Viteos
team. This Award confirms our idea that best thinking and best practice results in our ongoing success.”
-END-
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About Viteos Fund Services
At Viteos, our best thinking and best practices help investment managers grow. We provide the efficient
services and knowledgeable people to enable this growth, incorporating processes and technologies
that are fully integrated with our clients’ businesses. Using our capability, traditional asset managers and
hedge funds have the scalability and flexibility they need to add new clients, gather new assets, develop
new strategies and enter new markets. Across virtually any asset class, currency, exchange, border, fund
structure, or commission rate, Viteos creates efficiencies by customizing processes and technologies tied
to client strategies, and by seamlessly integrating our middle office, accounting, and regulatory services
with client operations, systems, and platforms.
For additional information, contact
Terrence Mulry
Mulry Consulting LLC
917.860.8137
tmulry@outlook.com
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